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Abstract: The design of any gearing system is a
difficult, multifaceted process. When the system
includes bevel gearing. the process is further
complicated by the complex nature of the bevel
gears themselves. In most cases, the design is
based on an evaluation of the ratio required for
the gear set, the overall envelope geometry, and
the calculation of bending and contact stresses
for the gear set to determine its load capacity.
There are, however, a great many other param-
eters which must be addressed if the resultant
gear system is to be truly optimum.

A considerable body of data related to the
optimal design of bevel gears has been devel-
oped by the aerospace gear design communi ty in
general and by the helicopter community in
particular. This article provides a summary of
just, a few design guidelines based on these data
in an effort to provide some guidance in the
design of bevel gearing so that maximum capac-
ity may be obtained. The following factors,
which may not normally be considered in the
usual design practice, are presented and dis-
cussed in outline fonn:
• Integrated gear/shaft/bearing systems
• Etfectsofrirn thickness on gear tooth stresses
• Resonant response

Nomenclature

0" Harmonic index, integer D == 0, I,2 ...

f'" Tooth mesh frequency and harmonics

k" Integer multiplier, k" I, 2, 3 ...

n = Number of gear teeth

N" Rotational speed, revolutions per second

Q= Number of mesh points on gear

W D = Weight of helicopter damping ring, pounds

W G" Weight of gear rim, pounds
n" Natural frequency, Hertz

Integrated GearlBearinglShaft Systems
Bevel gear are typically manufactured as

blanks and then attached to their shafts by a
variety of techniques including keys, bolts,
splines, and the like. The existence of these
joints increases the weight and complexity of the
finished assemblies while reducing their reli-
ability, accuracy, and effective load capacity. In
spite of these limitations, the two-piece shaft and
gear assembly remains the most common con-
figuration because it is the easiest system to
design and manufacture. In addition. bearing
journals are provided for assembly of bearing
races, resulting in a multipart gear/bearing shaft
assembly with many potential faying surfaces.

In applications in which weight and reliabil-
ityare critical considerations, these joints and
faying surfaces have been the subject of con sid-
erable research. The primary operational prob-
lem with these joints is fretting. Under the com-
bined conditions of high stress and a fretted
surface, a crack can initiate at this joint and, if
undetected, can progress to failure. This prob-
lem is significant forthe typical hel icopter appli-
cation; thus, much effort has been devoted to
coatings, platings, lubricants, and imilar de-
vices aimed at reducing the long-term effects of
fretting and the ensuing corrosion. The obvious
final solution to the problem is, of course, the
elimination of the joints a.nd faying surfaces
altogether. This can be accomplished either by
welding or by designing integral gearfbearingl
shaft configurations. The former techniqae has
worked well in many applications, but intro-
duces potential. new problems associated with
the weld itself. The optimum solution is, there-
fore, integral design, Because of the complex
geometry of bevel gears and the offset generat-



fig motions of the cutting and grinding ma-
chines, this is easier said than done, especially in
the case of complex shafts with projections at
both ends of the gear.

The original impetus behind the growth of
thi technology wasthe development ofthe CH-
47D helicopter. A decision was made to elimi-
nate all bolted bevel gear joint, either through
integral de ign or welding, Integral design was
elected because of lower developmental costs

and greater inherent reliability.
The first step in the design of complex, :inte-

gral- haft spiral bevel gears i .the definition of
the path of the cutter with respect [0 the gear
blank, We have developed a.computer program
which uses manufacturing machine settings to
produce plots of the path of varia us points on the
cutting and grinding tool • as Fig. I shows.

Fig. ~ • CH47D Jorward sunlbevel ,gear wilh
grlDdi~ngwhe~1 tiip' and body point ploL
Graphic layouts and model check . are used to
ensure Lhat at proper cutter and haft design can
be obtained in orderto achieve an integral gear
design. Machine and cutter rnodiflcanoas have

- I
been developed to achieve the ere ults ..

Based upon these developmenrs, all of the
CH-47D spiral bevel gear were de igned to
eliminate all boned or splined joint . Atypical
comparison of the CH-47C and CH-47D for-
ward transmission sunlbevel. gears is shown in
Fig. 2. The concept of integral design was ex-
tended beyond the elimination of the bevel gear
bolted joint to total integration, For thi. gear this
included the integration or an accessory spur
gear and a journal for bearings. The final design
of the CH-47D sun/bevel gear incorporared three
bearing journals and three gear (two spurand
one bevel) into a single integral haft/gear design.

Fig. 3 also shows the integral bevel gears for
the aft and engine tran mi sions. The engine
transmission bevel. gear required a significant
design change in the center portion in order to

BEVEL GEAR
INTEGRAL
WITH SHAFT

AtCESSO RY DRIVE
G EAR INTEGRAL
WITH SHAH
[THREAD, KEY. AND
LOCKNUT
ASSEMBLY
ElIMINATEDI

ACCESSORY
DRIVE GEAR
KEYED TO
SHAFT

lJ.a·INCH
PITCH
DIAMETER

SUN GEAR INTEGR_Al WITH SHAH

CH'-41C FORWAR P' SUNlBEYEl CH-gID fORWARD SUN/BEVEL

Fig...2 • Comparison (If CH47C and 0-4m gears,

ENGINE TRJl.NSMISSION

Fig ..3,· Representattve ,example of_ integral spiral bevel gear_. for the
CH·47D beUcopt,er.
eliminate canerinterference,

Furthermore. the power tran mined per pound
of gear has been increased. as shown in Table 1,
by at least IO~ and a much as 20% for the
growth power level of the CH-410 bevel gears
(lO,OOO-hp system as compared to the CH-47C
gears. ~6.000-hp .y tern). The philo ophy of in-
tegral design has been taken several steps. further
in theCH-47D transmission .permitting a more
compact (relatilve to power tran m itted) and more
reliable drive system than that of the CH-47C.
All of these improvements have been made with-
out significantly increasing the gear tooth stress
levels over tho e of the CH-47C.

The projected production acquisition cost of the
integral CH-47D gear is virtually the arne as
that for the conventional bolted shaft assembly.
while the life-cycle cost w.iU be significantly
lower because of reduced rejections at overhaul
for joint-related problems. Therejecti.on rate is
quite high for such problems; thus, eliminating
the joint will greatly lessen rejects. This conclu-
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is A.~soci(llt' Tedmicol
fellow. Dynamic SY.flfITU

Technolog),. at Boei1Jg
Helicopters. He is .th~
author of numerous b()nks
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Table 1
Relative Wei.ghls ofCH-47C Bolted Flange and

CH-47-D Integral Bevel Gears

II
CH-47C CH-47D

I
(6.000-hp system) (I O,OOO-hp system) Percent

Transmission Ibp/lhJ (hp/lb) Improvement
Forward 89 1:02 15

Afl 96 1.05 10

Mix 123 147

II

20 I

I Engine 175 209 20 I

sion must be tempered somewhat, since with the
integral gears a non-repairable defect on the gear
or shaft will result in the entire component's
being scrapped, whereas with separate parts, this is
not the case. This is a small consideration within the
context of the overall system and is far overshad-
owed by the improvements in weight, reliability, and
life-cycle cost

Effects of Rim Thickness on Gear Tooth
Stresses

Many investigators have indicated that the ac-
curacy and applicability of currently available
equations for predicting gear tooth bending stress
are limited in some applications. Testing and ac-
tual field experience have verified the fact that
gears which are constructed in such a way that the
rim supporting the gear teeth is less than rigid have
tooth root stresses that differ substantially from
those predicted by conventioeal theory.

In order to overcome the shortcomings of the
existing analytical tools, several researchers have
addressed the problem in a variety of ways. Some
have proposed new approaches based on varia-
tions of simple beam theory, while others have
used finite-element methods (FEM). In addition to.
these analytical efforts, many photoelastic and
strain survey investigations have been conducted.

Unfortunately, the vast majority of the research
(both analytical ami experimental) has concen-
trated on the gear-teeth themselves withourregard
to the blank: configuration ..This research has been
demonstrated to be inadequate for lightweight,
thin-rimmed gears ..In order to better understand

NOTE'
BACKUP RATIO = BACKUP

WHOLE DEPTH 0.25

Fig. 4 - Phuteelastic test specimen configuration.
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this phenomenon, a series of investigations was
undertaken with a simple segment model The
re uIt of this testing clearl y indicated that the root
stresses become much more significant as the gear
rimthickne s .isreduced.

In order to accurately evaluate the effect of
rim thickness, three different pitch diameters
combined with five rim thicknesses wereevalu-
ated, as summarized in Table 2, in an extensive
series of photoelastic tests.2-3 In order that the
date from each test specimen could be directly
compared, the gear tooth configuration was the
same on all specimens, as shown in Table 3.

The gear blank. construction was also de-
signed to be representative of an actual blank, as
shown in Fig. 4. The pitch diameter CD) and shaft
bore diameter (d) were the parameters varied
during the test, Radial support wasprovided for
the model at each end of the shaft, and one end
was clamped to provide torsional restraint.

In contrast to these test specimens, virtually
all photoelastic gear testing done before this
investigation was conducted with large tooth-
segment specimens. For example, in their
landmark work on stress concentration fac-
tors, Dolan and Broghamerused two-pitch, l 4.50

and 20° pressure angle tooth segments. (Fig. 5).
The gear tooth form for each specimen was

defined by a computer program developed as a
preprocessor for a gear FEM analysis system."
This program provided accurate point-by-
point coordinate data for both the profile and
fillet areas. These data were transferred to a
Gerber 4400 plotting system on magnetic tape.
This computer-based system then scaled up
the data bya factor of 10 and provided se-
quential tooth plots Olil Mylar." The system
enabled the plot accuracy to be controlled
within a few thousandths of an inch. The e
plots were subsequently used to manufacture
the actual specimens.

A line-master copy milling machine was used
to cui the gear teeth on all specimens. The 10-
times-size gear tooth plots were placed on the
copy mill tracer table and converted optically
back into digital coordinate data. The machine
then reduced the digital data to actual size and
used the signal thus produced to guide an end-
milling cutter which cut the actual tooth profile.
The speed of the cutter was kept high and the
feed rate low, so that the resultant parts hac!good
accuracy and finish; the accuracy of the finished



parts was about AGMA Quality Class Q 11.
Two-dimensional models were fabricated

from annealed polycarbonate plastic for the
8: 1 through 2:] specimens. These gears were
then bonded to aluminum-filled epoxy shafts
which were modulus-matched to the plastic blank
material (solid aluminum shafts were, however,
used for the 4- and 8-inch pitch diameter, 7.5: 1
and 3.8: 1 backup gears, respectively, to prevent
excessive lateral haft deflection),

Three-dimensional models were required for
all the 0.45: I specimens because the rim thick-
ness was only sligbtly greater than the shaft wall
thickness. The 3-D specimens were cast from an
epoxy-based resin system employed phthalic
anhydride and amine hardener : the castings
were then machined to the appropriate dimen-
sions. In order to facilitate cutting the teeth on
the copy mill. the 3-D shafts were parted near the
gear tooth area and rebonded after the teeth were
cat. Fig. 6 shows a variety of the specimens used.

The 2-D model assembly - model, load arm,
and model restraint - was placed in the optical
path of a transmission polariscope, which per-
mits the analysis of the isochromatics (lines of
constant color) through the use of circularly
polarized light. The shaft was restrained radially
at both ends and torsionally at one end, while the
load was applied to. the central. tooth of the five-
tooth cluster. Load was applied at three separate Fig. 5 . Dolan and 8roghamer~est setup.

locations along the tooth profile: low point of 4.IN. P.O., 20, 2:1

single-tooth contact (LPSTC). pitch line (PL).,
and high point of single-tooth contact (HPSTC).
An isochromatic color photograph (35mm slide)
was obtained at each load location for subse-
quent analysis and documentation. The model
was then modified to the next configuration by
removing the gear from the shaft. enlarging the
gear inside diameter, and bonding to' a shaft of
larger diameter (2: I backup ratio).

The 3-D photoelastic models were loaded as
shown in the test schematic in Fig. 7.. All three
positions, LPSTC, PL, and HPSTC, were loaded
sirnultaneou Iy to conserve time becau e of the
"stress-freezing" procedure. which involves a
detailed heating and cooling cycle. Subsequent
to the "stress-freezing" procedure. the model
was sliced by machining off the ends ofthe shaft
so that a constant-thickness, 2-D model through
the gear tooth section remained, The slice was
placed in the polariscope and analyzed exactly
as the 2-D specimens were.

Tallie 2
I

Photoelastic Test Specimen Configuration Gear

Shaft

II

!

Dia.D Din. d Backup Dash Model
(in.) (in.) Ratio No. Type

16
I

8.70 8:1

I

1 2D
16 14,00 2:1 2 20
16 I 15.40 0.56:1 3 3D

8 0.75

II

7.5:1 4 20
8 6JO 2:1 5 2D
8 7040 0.56:1 6 3D

4 0.75

Ii

3.8:1 7 20
4 2.10 2:1 8 20
4 3.4{) 0.56:1 9 3D

Tallie 3
Test Gear Tomb Geometry

Diameiral Pitch 5.000

25.000

0.200

0.245

0.06·2

0.310
Involute

Circular fillet wilh no
undercut

Pressure Angle

Addendum

Dedendum

Fillet Rad ius

Tooth Thickness
Tooth Form

Root Configuration

8-IN. P.D.•
.. 2D,2:1

a-IN. P.O.,
30.0.56:1

Fig. 6 • Comparison of 2·Dand 3-D test specimens.
The photoelastic stress analysis was perform-

ed by the color-matching technique, whereby
colors of known magnitude are matched to those
of the projected image. The ability to discern
partial fringe orders is typically ± 0.1 fringe,
assuming an initial friage order of approxi-
mately 0.7 or more. Therefore, the accuracy of
this technique is directly related to the magni-
tude of the observed fringes. Throughout this
test program. the majority of analyzed fringes
were 2 or more, which re ulted in an accuracy
of ± 5% or better.

The data obtained from the experiments were

16-IN. P,O.,
20,2:1

4-IN.P.D ..
30.0.56:1
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reduced and convened into stresses. The magni-
tude of tlre : tresses of and by themselves are of
little consequence, since we are primarily seek-
ing trend. Furthermore. since the models were
plastic. the load and the re ultant tresses were
quite low relative to those which one would
expect on a metal gear of the same size, Despite
these facts. it is always interesting to compare
experimental data 'to orne knownpoints, We
have already indicated that for gears with rela-
lively large rim thicknesses. the conventional
equations predict the maximum fillet tension
stres with reasonable accuracy. In order to
verify thi observation. measured fillet tension
tres e for the test specimens with the largest

backup ratios were plotted as functions of load
position. This plot, Fig. 8, shows that the tension
stress at the highest point of single-tooth coo-

Fwg. , ,0 ScllemaUcof 3·D test setup,

PITC11PQINT SOUDSYMBOLS
INDICATE

~ ~~
<i5 OA CALCU LATED

~ 0.21 . ~ !~~~I~~I~~ElS
~ II ~ POINTOF
y: :GL....... ':"!:----::~~:__-:!:--:!=-~=:-___:=_~:__~ SINGLE TOOTH

I} 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 CONTACT.
LOAD POSITION· OEGREES OF ROLL

1.0 - lB IN.g !lIN. PITCH DlAMillR
4 4 IN:.

(f) NOTE· MAXIMUM BACKUP RATIO
: 0.8. ON ALL DATA POINTS
(f)..,
a::
t;:;, 0.6

Fiig•.9' • Typical, data plot.
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tact (HPSTC) is quite dose to the predicted by
the conventional equations. The actual devia-
tion var:ie. from about. + 8% to + ] 3%, whichis
reasonably good correlation.

The stress index calculated with theconven-
tioaal AGMA equation is based on the maxi-
mum tension stress, [I) facl, however, it is the
maximum alternating tre s which determines
the fati.gue load capacity of a gear tooth. With
this in mind. most of our en uing di cu ion will
center on alternating stress levels. Before dis-
cus ing the actual data, it would be wise to
establi IIsome conventions for naming the stres:
of interest. All of the raw data were reduced to
produce plots of tensile and compressive stress
as shown in Fig. 9 (which is the fringe data plot
for the 4" pitch diameter, 2:1 backup peci-
men, loaded at HPSTC) for each combination
of pitch diameter and backup ratio. The points
identified a fillet locations corre pond ap-
proximately to the conventional AGMA criri-
cal bending section. When we speak of fillet
stresses in the ensuing discussion. they have
been measured at this location. Similarly, when
we speak of root stresses, they have been mea-
sured at the root Iocation shown in Fig. 9. This
point corresponds to the location of the maxi-
mum alternating stress in the root. Generally, it
is quite close to the centerline of the space.
usually on the tension side.

Clearly, for unidirectional loading. the maxi-
mum alternating stre s does not necessarily
occur at the same location as either maximum
tension or maximum compression. For bidi-
rectional loading (e.g., idler gear), the maxi-
mum alternating stres is usuallythe result of
the combination of maximum tension and
maximum compre ion.

Although we measured stres e with the load
applied at: everalpoims alongthe tooth profile,
the maxiraumalternating stresse occurred when
the Ioad was applied at the highest. point of
single-tooth contact, Our discussion will thus be
limited to thi load 'case for aU models.

One of the first results which became appar-
ent was that, while the trend was apparent. we
could not define a firm diameter effect. Our
attempts to define a rim thickness effect
were much more successful. A large amount. of
data resulted from this testing, and the inter-
ested reader may consult Ref. 3 for more
detailed inforrnatien,



In our analysis of these data, many param-
eters were plotted and evaluated .. Perhaps the
most significant are the fillet and root alternating
stress and the alternating stress for fully reversed
loading shown in Figs. 10-12.

Although many subtle effects may also be
noted, the main trend shown in these plots is
quite apparent the stress increases dramatically
as the rim thickness-to-whole depth ratio drops

iii 1.0

; oJ
LLI
;a:;;
I-

'"Cl 0.6
Z
~ I

§ 041

~ I« 0.2 I

~ I

u: 0 ~D.2~O::l:.l~O.1:-4~O.1:-6 .LO::l:.8,1,1~.O"---~2,::-O"""""3.1:-0""4~.O--'6~.O...J..-}.,8.0,...L"""10.0
BACKUP RATIO

016 IN.o BIN. PilCH DIAMETER
0, -tIN,

below 2: I. The conventional AGMA equations Fig. 1.0• Effect ,ofbackup ratio on find alternat.ing stress.
show no such effect. It is also interesting to note
that the measured stresses remain reasonably
constant as the backup ratio increases above 2: 1.

Another parameter which is of interest is the
alternating stress that occurs when the gear is
subjected to a fully reversed load, as is the ease
for an idler gear. As expected. the alternating
stress level is substantiallyhigher than for either
the root or fillet location when subjected to
unidirectional loading, For a given allowable
stress level, the load capacity is thu lower when
a gear is used as an idler, This fact is by no means
a tartling revelation. Most designers incorpo-
rate a reduction factor when calculating idler
gear load capacities. AGMA standards recom-
mend that the allowable stress be reduced to 7'0%
of its unidirectional value for bidirectional load-
ing. Actually the allowable stre does not
change; rather, the magnitude of the alternating
sire s changes. Thus, applying the correction to
the allowable index stress in accordance with the
AGMA standards is a convenience rather than a
factor. In order to define the actual reduction to
be expected. we have plotted the ratio of root
alternating stress to the fully rever ed alternat-
ing stress in Fig. 13..

Based on these data, it appears that the 70%
suggested by the AGMA c tandards is a bit
optimistic for smaU diameters. but is certainly
reasonable overall.

We have clearly established the fact that the
measured stresses are quite different from the
calculated stresses, The calculated stresses are,
however, stress indexes rather than exact stress
levels. The difference between calculated and
mea ured would then be much less significant if
a can rant relationsbipexisted between the two ..
It hould be obvious that thisis not the case,
since we have already demonstrated that the
measured stresses vary substantially with back-
up ratio. while the calculated stresses do not.

Plots of test data clearly indicate that a COD-

(;5 1.0
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0161N.
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Fig. U - !Effectof backup rauoon rootaiternaCing stress.

1.0

~ 0.8

0161N.o BIN, PITCH DIAMETER
o .tIN,

6~O' 8.0 10.0

Fig ..12· Alternating stress, for fully reversed loading.
stant relationship does not exist, at least backup
ratios below 2, between the actual stress levels
and tneconventionally calculated index tre ses.
These data may, however, be used to develop a
rim thickness factor, KB, which call be used to
improve the accuracy ofthe conventional equa-
tions. Fig. 14 shows this factor with data from
both the photoelastic test program and an in-
vestigation which used the FEM analysis to be
discussed in the next section superimposed on
the curves. The development and use of this
factor are covered in more detail in Ref. 5, and
the reader should consult this paper before
applying KB in deign.

While thee data have been developed with
spur gear models, the basic trends apply to
all types of gears .. Great care must be exer-
cised when applying these results to bevel
gears with complex blanks, particularly those
with T -shaped sections. The hard point over
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the center section can act as a concentration
point for root stresses, further aggravating a
bad situation.

Resonant Response
Gear resonance is one of the most insidious

and destructive of all gear failure modes .. It
generally occurs quite suddenly and with cata-
strophic results ..Since a gear often fails by the
separation of large fragments from the blank. the
damage is u ually extensive. e pecially when
high rotational speeds are involved,

The prevention of this type of failure is rela-
tively simple once resonance has been identified
as the causative factor. Either of two approaches

OIGIN.
o 61N. PITCH DIAMETER
I.l 41N.

:I\~-
AGMA REDUCTION
FACTOR =70%

u OJ..,2--=O:l::-.3-'0.i:-4-L-=0~.6..1...::l0.~S"-:l.1:.D--......,;~L;;-.O-..:3.'lr0 -74.7I"-..oI..-I'6.:r'0'-::I:8.0~mo

B.ACKUP FlATIO

Fig. n - Effect of fuUy rev,ersed bending (idler gear) 00 root stresses.
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0, PHOTOELASTIC TEST DATA

• FEM ANALYSIS OATE

Fig. ~4 • Proposed rim thickness factor.

ALTERNATING STRESS AT 7.050 RPM ±3.800 PSI

ONE REVOLUTION OF GEAR

Fig. IS -Increase in alternating stress reseltlng from speed change to'
excite resonant response,
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may be taken: The gear can be redesigned so that
its natural frequencies do not coincide with any
operational excitation condition; or the blank
can be damped so that even if excited at its
natural frequency, the response of the gear is
small enough to preclude failure.

Resonance phenomena in gears, while not
widely treated in the literature. can be of con-
siderable consequence in the design of high-
speed, lightweight gearing. Should the blank
be excited at a frequency sufficiently close to
one of its resonant frequencies, deflections
and, hence, stresses can increase to levels
where failure can occur within a relatively
short time. Fig, 15 shows the increase .instress
resulting from operation near a resonant fre-
quency. Stress plots were obtained from
telemetered strain-gage readings during dynamic
transmission tests. Strain gages were located 00

the flange of a. spiral bevel gear. It is interesting
to note t.hat although the torque remained COIl-

stant, a change in shaft. speed of less than 9%
resulted in an increase in stress level of over
73%. In this example. a further increase in speed
of about the same magnitude would cause the
stress level to fall again to the 3,800 psi range.
The narrow speed band sensitivity is character-
istic of gear resonance problems,

The origin of resonant failure is at or near the
outermost part of the blank in the gear tooth root,
where the combined tooth-bending and blank
resonance stresses are maximum. The crack
progresses through the blank as shown.in Fig. 16
and returns to the gear outer diameter, thus
removing a wedge-shaped fragment from the
blank, Gears which suffer this failure mode are
usually, but not always, operating at high rota-
tional speed; thus the high-energy fragment
causes considerable damage. as Fig. 16 demon-
strates. Because of the catastrophic nature of the

FATIGUE. ORIGIN

Fig. 16 - Typi.ca~resonanee failuer ..



failures associated with this phenomenon, it. is
possible that it will not be recognized as the
causa] agent, and a general beefing-up of all
parts involved is undertaken as a fix for the
problem. In many cases, this will. solve the
problem, since the resonantfrequencies will also
be altered; however. the resulting design is usu-
ally heavier and more costly dian necessary. Had
the resonant problem been recognized and dealt
with, the final configuration would have been
more cost- and weight-effective.

Mode Shapes - WIlen a body is excited at its
natura] frequency ..the body win assume an os-
cillating deformed shape called a mode shape,
For a body of revolution these mode shapes can
be generally classified by the number of nodal
diameters (diameters exhibiting zero displace-
ment) occurring during the vibration deforma-
tion cycle. The number of nodal diameters con-
tained in a mode shape is referred to as the
harmonic index of the mode. Classification of
modes by their characteristic harmonic index is
helpful, not only as an aid in visualizing the mode
nape, ,bultalso in the del:erminati.on of excirarion

frequencies. In theory. 111 body of revolution is
capable of an infinite number of mode hapes for
each value of harmon icindex. These mode shapes
are all unique and occur at unique characteristic
natural frequencies. The mode shapes consist. of
various combinations of circumferential or ring
nodes, i..e., circumferential rings of zero dis-
placement. Fig .. 17A is a sketch of the defonned
mode shape of a thin-walled cylinder (solid line)
superimposed on the undeformed shape of the
cylinder, This particular mode has a harmonic
index of 2. as evidenced by the number of nodal
diameters. Note the circumferential ring node
occurring at section B-8. Fig. 17B shows the
cylinder again responding in aharmonic index =
2 mode, but. at a higher frequency and with ring
nodes at sections E-E and G-G.

Speed/Frequency {Campbell} Diagrams - h is
important to note that the mode shapes shown in
Fig. 17 represent the displacements at an instant
in time: at 112 cycle or 112m seconds later, the

n

displacements of the structure will be the negative
(with respect. to the undeformed shape) of the
displacements shown ..With this in mind, ircan be
seen that for a. stationary (nonrotating) ciecalar
disk or cylinder, a rotating, steady (non-oscillat-
ing) force wiU induce constructive reinforcement
of the displacement waves at a rotation speed of

N=± miD (l)
By a simple change of reference system it

can be seen that this is also the case for a rotating
circular structure subjected to a force stationary in
space. This relationship is valid for values of
harmonic index D ~ I, 2, 3... For the case of D =
0, no nodal diameters (purely axisymmetrical
mode shape), this criterion does not apply, since
a.nonoscillating rotating force will not excite this
type of displacement mode shape. The excitation
force for geartooth meshing forces are not steady.
but oscillate with respect to a reference system
fixed to the rotating gear. The frequency of oseil-
lation of the mesh forces and their harmonics is

(2)
for k = 1. 2. 3 ....Hence, the criterion to produce
constructive reinforcement. of a displacement
mode shape by a rotating, oscillatory, exciting
force is

m = knN ± DN = (kn ± D)N
n

A convenient method of displaying the rela-
(3)
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Fig..l' - Sketeh of two mode shapes of harmonic index =.2 for hollow cylinder.
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Fig. 18- Typical speed/rrequency (Campbell) diagram.
tionship between gear natural frequencies and
transmission system excitations is with a fie-
quency-versus-speed d:iagram. Excited frequen-
cies are plotted on the vertical! axis and rotational
speed is plotted on the horizontal axis as shown in
Fig. 18. Such charts are frequently referred to as
Campbell. diagram .

Natural frequencies from bench test or analy-
sis are plotted a horizontal lines. The lines (l) :::

n
(kn ± D)N are then plotted for the values of D
corresponding to the mode shapes of the natural
frequencies under consideration. The points where
the horizontal ro lines intersect the ro "" (kn ±D n
D)N lines indicate the speeds at which the gear
resonance w:iIl be excited. Should these speeds
OCCUrwithin the operating speed range, a poten-
tial gear vibration problem will exist Resonant
conditions can also beexcited by harmonics of tile
tooth mesh frequency; therefore, n = (kn ± D)N
should be plotted for several of the lowest values
of k, In addition, otherpotential sources ofexcita-
tion must be considered. One which is of particu-
lar irnpcrtance in the design of epicyclic gear
systems is the planet passage frequency. Note
that for modes witli a harmonic index of I or
greater, resonance conditions are excited at two
speeds for each tooth mesh harmonic. The case
of a harmonic index :::0 mode is excited only at
the basic tooth mesh frequency and its harmon-
ics. In aU cases the frequencies at which the gear
vibrates are its natural frequencies with respect
toa reference frame fixed to the rotating gear.
It should be noted that the apparent stiffness of
the rotating gear can be slightly altered by
centrifugal effects, thereby causing n to be a
function of rotational speed. If this function

,2'4 G.EAR TECHNOLOGY

can be determined either by test or analysis,
the foregoing is still applicable. In this case
the 0), horizontal lines would become 0) ""n n
f(N) curves, and the intersection points would
be determined as described previously. For
gear sizes and speeds typically encountered in
vehicle power gearing, these centrifugal effects
have been found to be negligible.

Evaluation of Resonance BelUlvior - The prob-
lem of evaluating the resonance behavior of a
specific gear may be approached in many ways,
however, these methods can be broadly classed as
either experimental or analytical. Experimental
techniques provide very accurate data regarding
response frequencies and mode shapes; however,
actual hardware (or at least prototype gears) is
required. This limits the correction of any prob-
lem areas identified to either redesign or add-ens.
The use of analytical! techniques, on the other
hand, allows these problems to be addressed and
corrected in the design stage. The basic data
sought by either method are the response (reso-
nant) frequencies, the mode shapes, and the level
of response; i.e., the stresses induced by operating
at a resonant frequency ..Both methods can pro-
vide the first two pieces of the puzzle, frequency
and mode shape; however, the level of response
can usually be obtained only thorough the use of
sophisticated strain-gage instrumentation du.ring
an actual operational transmission run. Some
progress is being made in the ana.lytical definition
of response level Although. it would seem that
analytical tech_niques are preferable in alII cases,
advantages and disadvantages to both methods
will become clear as we proceed thorough the
next two sections. One of the biggest unknown
factors is the amount. of damping that occurs
because of bolted joints, supports, and the like.

Experimental Methods - There are many
methods forexperimentally defining the resonant
frequencies and mode shapes of gears ..The spe-
cific method which should be used ill any par-
ticular case is a function of component size,
mass, ami the dollars available for test.

In order to evaluate the response of a part, an
excitation source and some means of detecting
the response and defining the mode shape must
be provided.

The testing is generally conducted as follows:
The gear is mounted in such a way that it :is
isolated from its surroundings (eJastomeric pads,
canis, etc.) and excited witha variable-frequency
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source. A weep through the frequency range of
interest is performed while the gear response is
monitored. Frequencies which produce substan-
tial responses are noted. After the frequency
sweep is completed, the gear is again excited at
each of the noted frequencies while the gear is
searched or probed to define the mode shape.

The determination of frequencies to be search-
ed can be enhanced by performing a simple
bang test if frequencies have been calculated
previously by some analytical method, or should
a frequency spectrum analyzer be available.
Fig. 19 shows a typical spectrum-analyzer os-
cillograph from gear bang testing. Note the
number of frequencies which display high rela-
tive response; these frequencies repre ent the
excitation frequencies near which gear reso-
nant problems may occur. Note also the large
number of resonant frequencies. A bang test
consists imply of hitting the gear once and
evaluating the resulting response with the aid
of a spectrum analyzer, A gear thus excited will
ring down at all its natural frequencies; with a
spectrum analyzer,these frequencies can be
separated and identified,

This experimental technique actually deter-
mines the free-vibration characteristics of the
gear; however, the natural frequency of free
vibration has been an excellent indicator of the
installed and operating re onant frequencies of
the gear and shaft. Fig. 20 is a Campbell diagram
showing the free-vibration resonant frequencies
of an integral spiral bevel gear and shaft, as
determined from air siren testing vel' U shaft
speed. Also plotted on this diagram are the
frequencies at which increased response was
noted for the component installedand operating
under design loadings. These operating data
were obtained from telernetered train-gage
readings recorded during a transmission dy-
namic strain survey. Note that the forced-re-
sponse frequencies of the operating gear and
shaft agree closely with the free-vibration natu-
ral frequencies determined in siren tests.

The four main variables to be addressed in an
experimental investigation of the resonant re-
sponse ofa gear (or any other part) are the
method of excitation, the method of detecting
when a resonant condition has beenencoun-
tered, the method of identifying the mode shape
of a particular response, and the stress level
associated with a particular response. With the
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Fig .. 1'9'• Typical plot of relative response amplitude versus fl',equency
from gear bang test.
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Fi!g. 21 - Electrom.agnetic exettatlon with detection by microphone
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exception of the stre s level, each parameter
may be addre ed separately since, ill theory at
least. any excitation method can be used with
any combination of detection and identification
techniques, However, considerations of experi-
mental setup and procedure will limit the combi-
nations which are practical. Complete deserip-
tions of the variou techniques can be found in
Ref. 6. An excitation source, such as the electro-
magnetic setup shown in Fig. 2] or the air siren
shown in Fig. 22, is the first piece of equipment
required. A means of detecting the existence of
a resonant frequency, such as the micrcphone
shown in Fig. 21. or the accelerometer shown in
Fig. 22, is 3180 required. Finally. the mode shape
itself must be defined through the use of sand or
glitter patterns (Fig. 23), holography, or by hand-
probing with a microaccelerometer (Fig. 24).

If a strong excitation source is used. hand-
probing (Fig. 24) with a microaccelerometer can
identify nodes and antinodes and, tbus, mode
shapes. This technique does require some opera-

Fig, 22 - Air siren ,excitation source.

Fig. 23 - Modle sbape detectlon on a nat spiral
bevel gear (17,939' Hertz).

Fig. 24 - Technician probing manually for mode
shapes.

tor skill and practice on simple shapes. It can be
very useful. in tile evaluation of complex modes
on complex gears.

Analytical Methods - The high costs associated
with the reclesign of complex gears to improve
their dynamic characteristics after initial proto-
type fabrication and testing make necessary accu-
rate analytical techniques with which to predict
resonance. This would allow the design engineer
to predict the dynamic characteristics of a particu-
lar gear design while it is still on the drawing
board, thus enabling any changes to be incorpo-
rated before fabrication and test

Because of geometrical complexity and the
generality of configuration, the finite-element
met.hod (FEM) was chosen as the most suitable
analytical technique. Recent experience using
several general-purpose FEM computer pro-
grams and modeling techniques indicates that
excellent correlation with experimental data
from prototype resonant testing is possible. The
most efficient of these techniques has been an
axisymmetrical modeling approach. This method
assumes the gear to be symmetrical about its
rotational centerline and, hence, requires that. only
a single cross section be modeled.

The model definition required for sufficient-ly
accurate results (that is, within about 5· 10% over-
all) is quite coarse relative to that required for tooth
or blank stress analysis. The teeth themselves, fm
'example. are not modeled as separate entities;
rather, only their mass is simulated. This is done
by increasing the root diameter to the midtooth
diameter and then modeling the gear teeth as a
solid ring of this thickness; in most cases this
modeling system yleldsexcellentresults. Formany
lowermode (which are the rno t important any-
way) the accuracy is far better than that at higher
modes; in mo t cases the error i less than 5%.

Some of the difference between bench and
dynamic rig test results :may be because of cen-
trifugal stiffening of the blank at normal operat-
ing speed. However, when we consider the good
overall correlations obtained at low to moderate
speeds, this effect can be con idered negligible.
This may not be the case for very high-speed,
large-diameter gears.

Most programs include the ability to produce a
plot of each mode shape. which can be quite
helpful in determining which areas of the gear
require modification to obtail!l the desired dy-
namic characteristics. One such plot is shown in



Fig, 25, Each mode shape has an. associated har-
monic index. This index represents the integer
number of nodal diameters characteristic of the
nodal displacement shape of the gear. Fig. 25 also

shows an axial view of the deformation of the
integral. spiral bevel gear shaft, indicating that the
harmonic index of this mode is 3, The analytically
predicted and mea ured re onant frequencies are
also compared. The correlation in thi.s particular
cae is exceptionally good; in general, the pre-
dicted values for the lower frequencies do not
differ more than 5% from the measured siren test
frequencies.
Modifying Resonance Behavior- Once thereso-

nant frequencie have been determined. it must be
ascertained whether the frequencies lie in the
operating excitation range. If resonances do occur
in the operatingfrequency range, the design engi-
neer is faced with a decision: He may either
modify the design (change mass and/or tiffness
of the gear), or he may provide some form of
damping to decrease the response of the gear near
the resonant frequency.

Both approaches have inherent advantages
and disadvantage . A careful evaluation of the
alternatives is required in order to decide which
method is applicable to any given situation.

Detuning - Modifying the geometry of the
gear in an effort to change its mass and/or stiffness
characteristics is frequently referred to as detuning.
The ideal approach is to design all gears so that
theirnaturaI frequencie are far from any potential
excitation sources, especially gear mesh and its
multiples.

Although this approach is not practical in all
cases, .itcan be eminently successful, particularly
if the blank is relatively simple and the Campbell
d:iagram is uncluttered; ueh a case i shown in
Fig. 26. The gear mesh frequency at overspeed
(3,682 Hertz) is quite close to a narural frequency
(3,764 Hertz). Adding material as shown increased
this natural frequency beyond the overspeed exci-
tation frequency. In this instance the next lower
frequency did not increa e enough to bring il into
proximity with either the idle or 100%- peed exci-
tation sources. In ca e such as tills, plots of the
mode shape we an invaluable aid in determining
where and how the gear must be modified.

Since each problem is unique, no hard-ami-fast
guidelines can be given on the methods to be used
in accomplishing such modification, but it i .gener-
ally best to make changes which increase stiffness

and, thus, raise the natural frequencies, rather than
to add mass alone. such as adding lump to the gear
bore. This method has been shown to be the most
weight-effective for lightweight gearing.

This discussion is aimed at small perturbations
of a basically fixed design. If an analysis is per-
formed early enough in the design cycle, it may be
possible to make a major change which will. effec-
tively improve the situation.

Damping - If detuning is no! practical or not
successful, damping is a viable alternative. Damp-
ing causes the amplitude of and, hence. stress
response to the excitation forces to be reduced in
the installed and operating forced - response envi-
ronment lfthe proper amount and type of damping
are applied at the appropriate places on the gear
blank, thisapproach is almost always successful.
There are many ways in which damping can be
introduced into the blank.In addition, the construc-
tion of the gear itself may contribute 10 its damping
characteristics. If it i manufactured as a separate
part and is bolted, keyed, or splined to its shaft, the
joint will provide a small amount of damping
through the rubbing action (Coulomb damping)
which is inevitable at such joints. Unfortunately,
this motion, which is beneficial in adamping sense,
can be very detrimental over the long tenn, since it
may give ri e to fretting. Frettedjoint can be the
source of cracks in either gear or shaft which lead
ultimately to structural failure. An integral shaft
and gear design eliminates both the damping and

-_ .. UNOEFORMED OUTLINE
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AXIAL VIEW

CENTER LINE
SIREN TEST FREQUENCY 7,294 HZ
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Fig. 25 - Predicted. gea.r resonant freq,uendes.
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Fig ..26 - Com pari on of original and modified. spiral bevel gear designs;
modificationimpro\led resonant frequency chaeacterlstlcs,
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Fig ...27- Hollow gear shafts rUled with elastomer
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Fig ..28 - Thin elastomeric coating on gear web
with steel constraint.
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Fig. 29 - Types of damping rings.
fretting conditions and is preferable. since fretting
c-anbe a major problem. and there are other less
severe and more effective methods of applying
damping. Two of the simplest methods are coat-
ings and rings.

Coaril1~s - Coatings can be applied to 11OnfUllC-

tional surfaces of the gear blank to reduce the
vibration level. Both hard and soft coatings have
been used with varying degrees of success. Soft
coatings, such as bonded layers of an elastomer.
have been used in a number of applications. Be-
cause they are exposed to the hot oil environment.
they generally must be either trapped as shown in
Fig. 27 or constrained as shown in Fig. 28. The
effectiveness of either method depends upon main-
taining the bond between the elastomer and the gear
blank ..Other methods of coating. such as plasma-
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spray coating orelectrechemically plating relatively
heavy metals like molybdenum or copper com-
pounds on the appropriate surfaces, are more perma-
nent and less likely 10 separate from the gear.

Any of these methods will work, particularly if
the response is not overly energetic, and if the gear
design incorporates large, flat web areas; however,
our testing has shown that whilethe noise level is
reduced in many cases, the damping provided Is
not sufficient to reduce the vibratory stresses to
acceptable leve.ls.1I

Rings - Damping rings are a much more effecti ve
method of providing damping. Solid, C-shapcd •
and helical rings (Fig. 29) have been used success-
fully. Solid rings are inserted into an internal
groove machined under the gear rim by heating
the gear and cooling the ring. Helical rings, which
are actually modified common retaining rings, are
turned into a similar groove in the gear rim. Both
dissipate energy through a mechanism which is
believed to be largely Coulomb friction at the
sides and, especially, the bottom of the groove.
The helical rings provide considerably more
damping (about 2.5 times more, according to
Ref. 8) than.solid rings, and both provide an order-
Of-magnitude more damping than most coatings.
though they are generally not aseffecti ve in
reducing noise as some coatings appear to be. The
solid rings have less retention surface (limited by
the amount of gear expansion and ring contrac-
tion at installation); Ilms, they are more likely to
fall out of their grooves and cease their damping
function because of wear than are helical rings,
which typically have relatively deep retention
grooves. In addition, the force exerted on the
groove by a solid ring does not increase apprecia-
bly with rpm because of centhfugat fo:rci(Cf).
Since helical rings are not closed loops. they lend
to unwind with increasing CF and exert greater
force and thus, greater damping on the ring groove.
In a simil'ar manner, the damping effectiveness of
helical or C-shaped rings is not affected by wear,
since CF will keep opening the ring so that contact
is maintained with the groove. After solid rings
wear, CF onlycontributes to increased ring stress
and does not maintain contact pressure with the
groove; thus, damping effectiveness may decrease
substantially. In order to yield maximum effec-
tiveness, the proper amount of ring weight must
be provided. The results of extensive dynamic
strain survey testing have been analyzed in an
effort to determine the ring weight required in the



general case. Sa ed on thi information, the fol-
lowing empirical relation between ring weight and
gear weight has been developed;9

Wn = 0.06W
G
O.75Q (4)

Equation 4 has been shown '10 work well for
lightweight aiIcratt-type gears in the size range of
6" to 33" pitch diameter and at pitch line velocities
up to approximately 281000 fpm.

The importance of the proper choice of ring
weight and placement can. be seen in F.ig. 30. The
fmal. stress level has been reduced by 50%, even
though the transmitted torque increased by more
than 80%.

One of the mo t significant problems associated
with damping rings is the wear that occur, both on
the ring and its groove. Although the groove wear
alone is almost never evere enough to cause the
gear to fail, slivers which can cause indications on
chip detectors. indicating screens, and other debn
monitors can be generated. In addition the ring
wears excessively when it cro section ire-
duced, and the possibility of its faHure ari es. These
problems CaDl be reduced by hardening the groove.
and using mukrple-wrap rings. The wearappears to

be caused more by the ring beingforced to rotate in
its groove by the gear-load-induced deflections
under the mesh point than by its vibration in the
groove because of it re pon e to gear natural
frequencie . It seems likely that the wear problem
could be reduced by decreasing these deflections.

The addition of damping ring Dr coatings doe
not change the natural frequencies of the gear to
any measurable extent; this has been verified by
electromagnetic and air siren te ling as well as full-
scale transmission testing.

Cl:langi!lg Excitation Frequency - Our discussion
thus far has been limited to modification of the
response of a.gear to a given excitation source. It is
also possiblein some case to change the excita-
tion frequency. This can be done in everal way.
The easiest but usually the least practical method
would be imply to alter the ystem speed so that
it does not. coincide with .any of the natural gear
frequeucie . Relatively large changes in excita-
tion frequency can al 0. be made by changing the
diametralpitch (module) or the gear set to increase
or decrease the number of teeth .thu changing the
me: 11 frequency without changing han peed.
Any change inpitch: hould be carefully evaluated
in. order to insure that the bending-fatigue capacity
ofthe gear set is not compromised. Several de ign
techniques have been propo ed to employ gearing
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Fig. 30 • Reduction Df transmission bevel gear response thrDugh in-
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with either more or fewerieeth than would ordi-
narily be used on agiven sized gear.

Other alternatives, which would require rede-
sign, are to alterthe number of planets in all

epicyclic system or Itochange the relative ratios
used in each stage of a mulnpa system,

Condus~ons
Three areas of significant concern to the deign.

ers of spiral bevel gearing have been identified and
eli cussed. Each area is outside the normal design
procedures for such gears, but can be very impor-
tant in the overall success of specific designs.

General de ign guidelines have been pre-
sentedand references for further and more detailed
studies have been provided .•
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